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GENERAL SPATIAL STATIC CONTACT PROBLEM FOR A PRESTRESSED ELASTIC HALF-SPACE* 

S.YU. BAHICH and A.N. GUZ 

The general spatial static contact problem for an elastic half-space with 
initial stresses is considered. Exact solutions are constructed for an 
arbitrary structure of the elastic potential, which are twice continuously 
differentiable functions of components of Green's strain tensor. The 
investigation is carried out in general form for compressible and 
incompressible bodies. 

Questions associated with contact problems for bodies with initial 
stresses were examined in /l-4/far particular forms of the elastic 
potential. Problems on the vibration of a rigid stamp on the surface 
of an initially stressed half-space and cylinder were examined from the 
aspect of the linearized theory of elastic wave propagation /7/ in /5, 6/. 
Contact problems for bodies with initial stresses were investigated 
within the framework of the linearized theory /7/ in f8, 9f for an 
arbitrary structure of the elastic potential in general form for the 
theory of large (finite: initial strains and different modifications of 
the theory of smail initial deformations. A formulation is given in 
/8, 9/ for contact problems for elastic bodies with initial stresses and 
torsion contact problems axe examined. A number of contact problems 
for an elastic half-plane with initial stresses is examined in /lo-;2/ 
by using complex poter.tials of plane Static linearized problems /13, 141. 
Investigations areperformed in general form fox compressible and incom- 
pressibie bodies. Com$ex pctentiais are introduced /lS-18/ for plane 
dynamic problems and the plane dynamic contact problem for a prestressed 
half-plane is solved on their basis /14, 20/, when the initial problem 
allows transformation to a stationary problem in a moving coordinate 
system. The complex potentials introduced in the absence of initial 
stresses reduce to the complex S.G. Lekhnitskii potentials /21/ for an 
orthotropic linear elastic hod; in the case of unequal roots of the 
governing equation, and into the corn-1 ,_ex Kclosov-Muskhelishvili potentials 
for an isotropic linear elastic body in the case of equal roots. 

1. Fundamental relationships. We consider an infinite elastic isotropic or 
transversally-isotropic body with a homogenecus inirial stat& of stress and strain governed by 
the expression 

S,,' = SJ1' f 0, S,,' = 0 (i.1) 

We introduce a Cartesian coordinate system y,,y,,y3 and an arbitrary cylindrical coordi- 
nate system with axis Oy, in the initial state of strain by letting Xand S denote the normal 
and tangent to the cylindrical surface. As in /23/, we introduce new variables 
for the cylindrical coordinate system. 

ti = ?I,_' '!,i 

Im 12, = 0 Re >i, > 0. 
Fcr the cases examined in /23;, it is proved that 

and 
We consider twc cases of the represer--+ 

elastic bodies with initiai stresses. 
‘.-G-ion of soi;lticns of spatial s-tatic problems for 

Eqi;a; roots. In t..e arbitrar) 
in the form (see (5.4) in /23;: 

cylindricai CO,Crdinate System WE represent tne displacements 

(1.2) 

For the stress vector terms whose compcnents are referred 
initial state of strain, we have for 

to the body dimensions in the 
y, = const/23/ 
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(1.5) 

Unequal roots. In the arkltrary cylindrical coordinate system we write the displacements 
in the form (see (4,7) in /23/j 

We have for the stxess vectcr componer;ts for ~1~ = COIN. (2, = ronst) /23/ 
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The function f =f(Y,,Y,.z,) is a solution of the equation 

$t-g$+-$=o (2.4) 

For unequal roots (n,# n2) of the governing equation, we introduce potentials by the 

following relationships /23/: 

Taking account of (2.51, we have from (1.41 and (1.5) (see (4.17) from /23/) 

u3 = * $q f @,I y2, -1) - -&y&f (Yl% Yzt z2) 

Qaa*= '- c,, 
c 
1 n&L & ! (YlY Yn* -1) - If32 $1 (Y11 L/2* z*)] 

0% =c44 +$ [$ f (Yl? y2, Zl) -%I (Yll y23 z?,] . L=.l‘, s 

where the function f is a solution of one of the equations 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.71 

We examine the relationships (2.2)-(2.7) for y, = 0, In this case in place of (2.4) and 
(2.71, we can write one equation to determine the function f 

12.8) 

Substituting (2.3) ani (2.6) intc (2.1), we obtain the following boilndary conditions for 
the potential f for Y, = 0: 

A +f -= - u (y,. ZJ-!, t‘(tJ1. y:) z s* (2.91 093 
& o*i 
-=-4(Y*. YC). k l!/l. YS)= "$!? 

-S" 

Here 

We introduce a new harmonic potential 

A$ iry, = V (2.12) 

Then for Y3 = 0 we obtain boundary conditions for the harmonic potential v from (i.9) 
and (2.12) 

I' = - u (Yll YZ)? Y(Y,> Y?)G s*, (2.13) 

81. 
Z-L - +?(Yt, Y2). V(Y,* Y*j'-s* 

It follows from i2.13) and il.Z), say /24/, that the mixed problem for the potential 
(2.13) to which the contact prokl em reduces in the case of an elastic half-space with initial 
stresses, agrees in structure with the mixed problem to whit h the contact problem reduces for 
a half-space without initial stresses if we make the substitution (k, TV are LamE constants) 

A i. -L 2p 

F-m (2.14) 

Therefore, the contact problem for an elastic half-space with initial stresses can be 
considered solved in the case when the contact problem of classical linear elasticity theory 
is solved for the corresponding contact domain. In this connection, known potentials t/24-27/, 
etc.) can be utilized for the contact problems of classical elasticity theory in the case of 
a half-space. Taking into account the %bstitution (2.141 and the representations of the 
solutions (2.3) and (2.61, the state of stress and strain of a half-space with initial stresses 
can be determined. If we are interested just in the pressure under the stamp P = -QSs* ly+, 

and the displacement of the half-space u1 lylSO, then several general assertions can be proved. 

The expressions 

u3= f'(Y, Ytr Ys). Y&J, Yz) SLY** PC- (2.15) 
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follow from (2.31, (2.6), (2.10)-(2.12) for y3 = 0. 
In the case when forces are not applied outside the stamp, i.e., q(y,,y,) - 0, it follows 

from (2.13)-(2.15) that the pressure distribution under the stamp for an elastic half-space 
with initial streSSeS differs fromthecorresponding distribution in classical elasticity theory 
by a factox dependent on the initial stress 

Analogous assertions are obtained in /lo, 11/ for an elastic half-plane with initial 
stresses. 

The result formulated above affords the possibility of determining the distribution of 
the state Of stress just under the stamp by means of the known solution for an elastic haif- 
space without initiiil stresses in the case of an arbitrary contact domain. The problem of 
determining the state of stress and strain in the whole half-space reduces to seeking the 
harmonic functions f(yl,~?,~J when it is further substituted into the expressions for VIE 
displacements and stresses. The results obtained above were published partially in /28/. 

3, The axisymmetric contact problem. As an example of the reduction of the 
mixed problem with initial stresses to the classica: mixed problem of potential theory, we 
consider the axisymmetric contact problem for a prestressed half-space. We limit ourselves 
here to the case of multiple roots (I c1 = ~1~) of the governing equation. This case holds, fcr 
instance, fox compressible bodies with an harmonic-type potential and for incompressible 
bodies with a Bartenev-Khazanovich potential /23/. In the axisymmetric case under consider- 
ationwehave from !1.23, iZ.1; and (2.2) for determining the displacement in terms of the 
harmonic function j = j (7. r]) lr. a circular cylindrical i-,tl.?,, coordinate system 

n.2 - nSi ni i,'i 
Iir = 11 T r‘,]. (1 - I,‘?) - - (1 2. t)lz)“2,1& 2” clr Fr Cf, !..Z.li 

, -’ : 
;,,r;--J"-- 1 r 1-+2~1-W~ L_ 5'. 7 
” lT’.ji I 7 ,i.: o:, m:l G 

From (i.lj) we derive expressions fGr t-i~ StreSS vec:cr ccmpcnents fcr y3 = const (;, = con$t) 
in the fcrz 

Q3*I__C~~:1- * jl:, 
,5; AL. ’ -. 

. i i.” .L, 
, l,, ,1 - ,, :’ “’ “-I_ 

The frJr.-“.- _y ,i-i-v.. 7 :7 j (r. r,; is dererzined fl-c: zke ecl;aticr. 

$. _/_ _+ _$ f fi:j _- ,I 
LJt,v 

Let a st&:~ bc:nded by a surface cf re\*cl~;tion be impressed in an eLasti.c prestressed 

half-space 'US 3 -_ It is ass~nel 2.at there 23 x friction forces between the stamp and tI?e 
hhlf-space a.nd t:n,zt 2 ~:i-er exterr.aL loat? P, directed along the axis of symmetsy acts on the 

stamr;. 
the bo;indary ccnd.iticr.s of ti;e problem have the fCllCWing fCrr.. for i/s z (1 

Uq (r. 0) = -_li (r). vcr* (r. 'J) = 1.1. u -:: T < a !3,3j 

C)33* (', 0) = 0. QCl* (i-. iI) = (1. r > 0 

where CJ (r) = cc0 (7) - SO If;,, ('J is the f.mc:ion determining the shape of the stamp, a0 is the 
7 transiatrcnal d&$Flacezen: cf the staJ?!F, and a is the radi-s of the contact area:. 
~~~ y, =: (j Qj3 s zI = I]), takir,g account of (3.1) and (3. 21, we obtain the boundary con- 

ditions 

??i 
---- 9‘ ir1 -A, A= 

l~Zrn,-m* 
U<r<a 

i‘. .I 
0% (f $ ml1 t1 -k ME/% ’ 

ii.?, 

to determine the function 

The mixed problem for 
an elastic haif-space with 
ing problem in the Case Of 

6y32 = 0. r > a 

I = I Cr. y3) that is a sciution of the equation 

A2.i 1 tif 
YT 

-- 
$7 .,-i-s=o (3.5) 

a harmcr,:c potential (3.4), (3.5) to which the contact problem for 
initial stresses reduces is in compiete agreement with the correspond- 
no initial stresses /29/ if the fcllow%ng s~&stitution is introduced 
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Following 129, 3C/ we obtain from (3.4) that the state of stress and strain in a half- 
space is characterized by the fOllOWing fUlctiGns: 

f@ v.i=gp-~C(P)~~(~~)exp(- +ys)dp (3.6) 

Taking into account that here .ci = gslj,mG, i = 1,2, on the basis of (3.1), (3.2) and 

(3.6) we can determine the stress and displacement distributions in the half-space. 
Alt,hough the mixed problem for the potential to which the contact problem reduces in the 

case Gf an elastic half-space with initial stresses (under the substitution mentioned) agrees 
with the corresponding mixed problem for a half-space without initial Stressesr all the states 
of stress and strain will be different in the half-space for the problems mentioned. The 
latter is associated with the fact that for these problems the displacments and stresses are 
represented in terms of harminic functions of their arguments in a different manner. 

4. Example. We determine the influence of the initial stresses on the pressure dis- 
tribution under the stamp that acts on a prestressed elastic half-space. Denoting the pressure 

under the stamp by P.P', respectively, for the prestressed half-space and in the case of no 
initial stresses, we have P= P.h' according to the assertion in Sect.2, where K is defined 

by (2.16). 
In the case of an incompressible body with Bartenev-Khazanovich potential, we have for 

the constants /23/ 
C‘& = 2!1;.,-" (;.,a + 1)-l. i., = i.,-:, R, = "* = i.,-s, m, = k,-3 (4.1) 
I, = i,s. ,,I? = 1. {$ 1p 1 * (* - ; 3$ ‘1 

For an incompressible body i,- X. consequently, taking account of (2.16) and (4.1), we 

obtain 3X,3 - I h’r----;;- (4.2) 
. 2i.,3 v iI 

For anincompressiblebodywith Treloar pctential, the constants have the form 

cu = 2r,,i.,-4. k, = i.,-?. zz, = i,,-a. al = 1. m, = ;.,-5 
m* = 1. 1, = Zl' (t + &el-~* I, = 1 2 (i +. Ii”, J 

(4.31 

for an incompressible body with Treloar pctential we shoirld set p = 2~~~~ i.---a hence, we 
obtain from (2.16) and (4.3) 

li= 
x,* + i.,@ - 3x,3 - 1 

2i,,a \I - Q) @*4) 

We present below, fcr certain values of i.,, the corresponding values of K for a body with 
Treloarpotentialand iin the parentheses) for a body with Bartenev-Khazanovich potential 

i., 0,Gi (0.69) (46 1 1,s 2 
h’ 0 $9 0.75 (0..55) 1 U) 1.33 (i,iZ] 2,05 (1,02) 

It is seeK that +&e influence Of the initial stresses on the pressure distribution under 
the stamp is sufficiently silbstantial in the case of incompressible bodies, 

For &* z U.ti; i(l.691 (this corresponds to a surface instability of the half-space), we 
obtain I=(! from (4.2) and (4.4‘ i, i.e., :he pressure under the stamp is zero. An analogoils 
phenomenon was detected for the tcrsion contact problems /8,' and the plane problems /lC, ll/. 
From the physical viewpoint it is natural that an achieving the initial state of values that 
correspond to the surface instability, it is almost not necessary to apply forces for small 
stamp displacements (within the fraiiework of the linearized theory). 
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ON THE ~Nl~~D~NG PROCESS FOR CONTACT INTERACTION* 
V.I. KUZ'~ENKO 

The ;r.l=cSjJ- r ;rscecs ir. a body z3er the ac:icr. cf a stamp is icvesti?ated. It 

1s s;ssuee5 that the ~1 oading occurs atallpoints of thebody. The contact area 
betweenthebody andthe stampcar. change during the;inloading; consequently, 
the unloadingproblemd uring contactinteractionisnon-linear. Ageneralization 
to the case of contact problemsisprcpcsed for the theoremofunloading/l/. A 
variationalprincipleis obtainedinthe unloadingdisplacements, andthe exist- 
ence anduniqueness of the solution of the unloadingproblemare investigated . 
The unloadingprocessis examined in an elastic-plastichalf-space onwhich a 
stampof circularplanformacts. The changeinthe contact area andinthe contact 
stresses duringunloadingisstudied, andthe shapeoftheresidualimpressionis 
obtained. TheproblemisinvestiJatedbyusingtheGalinsolution/2/of the action 
of a circular stamp and a load applie,doutside the stampon anelastichalf-space. 
Numerical methods of solving contactproblemswithunloadingare alsoexamined: 
anexamoleisnresented forthenumericalsolutionoftheproblemof plane defos- 
mation 

*, - 
zn the compression of a strip by two stamps with subsequent unloadino. 

*prikl.Matem.Mekhan.,49,3,445-452,198s 


